
1. Following an Open Market Sale of securities by the FED, reserves in commercial banks will _______ 

and excess reserves will _______. 

       * a)  decrease; decrease  c)  increase; decrease  e)  None of the above are correct.  

 b)  decrease; increase  d)  increase; increase 

 

2. Following an Open Market Sale of securities by the FED, loans and deposits in commercial banks 

will _______ and the supply of money and credit will _______. 

       * a)  decrease; decrease  c)  increase; decrease  e)  None of the above are correct.  

 b)  decrease; increase  d)  increase; increase 

 

3. If the public decides to hold less currency, reserves in commercial banks will _______ and excess 

reserves will _______. 

 a)  decrease; decrease          c)  increase; decrease  e)  None of the above are correct.  

 b)  decrease; increase          *d)  increase; increase 

 

4. Following a decision by the public to hold less currency, loans and deposits in commercial banks will 

_______ and the supply of money and credit will _______. 

 a)  decrease; decrease  c)  increase; decrease  e)  None of the above are correct.  

 b)  decrease; increase        * d)  increase; increase 

 

5. If the public decides to hold more money in Demand Deposits and less money in Time Deposits, 

reserves in commercial banks will _______ and excess reserves will _______. 

 a)  decrease; decrease  c)  increase; decrease         * e)  None of the above are correct.  

 b)  decrease; increase  d)  increase; increase 

 

6. Following a decision by the public to hold more money in Demand Deposits and less money in Time 

Deposits, loans and deposits in commercial banks will _______ and the supply of money and credit 

will _______. 

      * a)  decrease; decrease  c)  increase; decrease  e)  None of the above are correct.  

 b)  decrease; increase  d)  increase; increase 

 

7. Following an increase in the Required Reserve Ratio for Demand Deposits, reserves in commercial 

banks will _______ and excess reserves will _______. 

 a)  decrease; decrease  c)  increase; decrease        *  e)  None of the above are correct.  

 b)  decrease; increase  d)  increase; increase 

 

8. Following an increase in the Required Reserve Ratio for Demand Deposits, loans and deposits in 

commercial banks will _______ and the supply of money and credit will _______. 

      *  a)  decrease; decrease  c)  increase; decrease  e)  None of the above are correct.  

 b)  decrease; increase  d)  increase; increase 

 

9. Following a decrease in the Discount Rate of Interest, desired excess reserves in commercial banks 

will _______ and the supply of money and credit will _______. 

 a)  decrease; decrease  c)  increase; decrease  e)  None of the above are correct.  

       * b)  decrease; increase          d)  increase; increase 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

10. Following an increase in the level of banker uncertainty regarding the future, desired excess reserves 

in commercial banks will _______ and the supply of money and credit will _______. 

 a)  decrease; decrease         * c)  increase; decrease  e)  None of the above are correct.  

 b)  decrease; increase  d)  increase; increase 

 

11.  Consider the balance for Piggy Bank below.   The required reserve ratio for Demand Deposits equals 

2.5 percent and the required reserve ratio for Time Deposits equals 0.5 percent. 

  

Piggy Bank 

ASSETS LIABILITIES 

Vault Cash  ...………………..20,000 Demand Deposits……...1,800,000 

Deposit with FED…………...70,000 Time Deposits…………8,200,000 

Securities…………………1,890,000 Loans…………………… 500,000 

Loans……………………..7,600,000  

Physical Capital………….1,000,000 Shareholder Equity……….80,000 

10,580,000   10,580,000 

 

 Piggy Bank currently has ________ dollars in excess reserves. 

 a)  -2,000  b) 0  c) 2,000        * d)  4,000  e)  6,000 

 

12. Which of the following statements regarding bonds is correct? 

 a)   Purchasing bonds issued by a company is less risky than purchasing stock in that company. 

 b)   As the price of a bond rises, the interest yield of the bond falls. 

 c)    Ceteris paribus, the price of a bond will decrease as its term to maturity increases. 

      *  d)   All of the above are correct.  

 e)   None of the above are correct. 

 

13. The adverse selection problem confronting insurance companies is: 

 a)   The probability that a client will have an accident increases as he has more insurance. 

 b)   It is not possible to estimate the probability that the average client will have an accident. 

       * c)   As the premium a company charges clients increases, its expected cost per client increases. 

 d)   Only firm specific risks can be eliminated by taking on clients from different industries and 

      occupations. 

 

14. Job seekers whose skills are not in demand at current levels of wages are considered to be 

__________ unemployed.     Job seekers who have skills in demand at current levels of wages are 

considered to be __________ unemployed. 

 a)   cyclically; structurally   c)  frictionally;  structurally 

       * b)  structurally; frictionally   d)  structurally;  cyclically 

 

15. Suppose we significantly increase in the minimum wage.    We would expect such a public policy to: 

 a)  increase frictional unemployment.  c)  increase cyclical unemployment. 

      * b)  increase structural unemployment  d)  All of the above are correct. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

16. As an economy moves past the trough of a prolonged recession and begins to expand, we should 

expect that in early stages of recovery the unemployment rate will __________ and the labor force 

participation rate will _________. 

 a)  decrease;  decrease    c)  increase;  decrease 

 b)  decrease; increase          *  d)  increase; increase 

 

17. Most of the unemployment we observe and record in unemployment rates is _______term.    Most 

spells of unemployment for workers in our economy are _______ term. 

 a)  long; long        * b)  long; short  c)  short; long  d)  short; short   

 

18. Efficiency wages serve to increase ___________ unemployment. 

 a)  cyclical  b)  frictional        *  c)  structural  d)  None of the above are correct. 

 

19. Which of the statements below is true? 

 a)  Money cannot serve as unit of account unless it also serves as a medium of exchange. 

      * b)  Money cannot serve as a medium of exchange unless it also serves as a store of value. 

 c)   Money cannot serve as a store of value unless it also serves as a unit of account. 

 d)   Money cannot serve as a medium of exchange unless it also serves as a unit of account. 

 

20. Ranked in order of frequency of use – from most frequently used to least frequently used – the three 

tools the FED may use to affect the supply of money and credit are: 

 a)  Open Market Operations;  Changing Required Reserve Ratios;  Changing the Discount Rate of 

      Interest 

 b)  Changing the Discount Rate of Interest;  Open Market Operations;  Changing Required Reserve 

      Ratios 

 c)  Changing Required Reserve Ratios;  Changing the Discount Rate of Interest;  Open Market  

     Operations 

       * d)  Open Market Operations;  Changing the Discount Rate of Interest;  Changing Required Reserve  

     Ratios 

 e)  Changing the Discount Rate of Interest;  Changing Required Reserve Ratios;  Open Market  

     Operations.  

 

21. A decrease in Japan’s government budget surplus will  _________the supply of loanable funds in 

Japan.    Ceteris paribus, this event will cause the level of real interest rates in Japan to ___________. 

 a)   decrease;  decrease  c)  increase;  decrease 

      * b)   decrease; increase   d)  increase;  increase 

 

22. A decrease in Japan’s government budget surplus will, ceteris paribus, _____________ Net Capital 

Outflows for that country and force a real _______________ of the Japanese Yen. 

 a)   increase;  depreciation  c)  increase;  appreciation 

 b)   decrease;  depreciation         * d)  decrease; appreciation 

 

23. A decrease in Japan’s government budget surplus will cause the Japan’s capital account deficit to 

________ and its trade balance surplus to _________. 

      * a)   decrease;  decrease  c)  increase;  decrease 

 b)   decrease;  increase  d)  increase;  increase 

 

 

 



 

 

24. A decrease in the perceived riskiness of Chinese assets will, ceteris paribus, _____________ real 

interest rates in China and force a real _______________ of China’s currency. 

 a)   increase;  depreciation  c)  increase;  appreciation 

        b)   decrease;  depreciation        * d)  decrease; appreciation 

 

25. A decrease in perceived riskiness of Chinese assets will cause China’s net capital outflows  to 

________ and its net exports to _________. 

      * a)   decrease;  decrease  c)  increase;  decrease 

 b)   decrease;  increase  d)  increase;  increase 

 

26. A decrease in real interest rates in foreign countries would, ceteris paribus, _____________ real 

interest rates in the United States and force a real _______________ of the dollar. 

 a)   increase;  depreciation  c)  increase;  appreciation 

 b)   decrease;  depreciation         * d)  decrease; appreciation 

 

27. A decrease in real interest rates in foreign countries would cause the U.S. Capital Account Surplus to  

to ________ and its Trade Deficit  to _________. 

 a)   decrease;  decrease  c)  increase;  decrease 

 b)   decrease;  increase          * d)  increase;  increase 

 

28. Each of the events below would decrease the U.S. trade deficit EXCEPT: 

      *  a)   A increase in tariffs levied on imports. 

 b)   A decrease in government spending. 

 c)   An increase in the level of foreign real interest rates. 

 d)   An increase in the perceived riskiness of U.S. assets.  

 

29. We would expect an increase in the household savings rate to cause a ______________ in the rate of 

growth of aggregate real income and a ___________________ in per capital real income. 

 a)  permanent increase;  permanent decrease         * d)  temporary increase;  permanent increase 

 b)  temporary decrease;  permanent decrease  e)  permanent decrease; permanent increase 

 c)  permanent decrease;  temporary decrease 

 

30. We would expect an improvement in technology to cause a ______________ in the rate of growth of 

aggregate real income and a  ___________________ in per capital real income. 

 a)  permanent increase;  permanent decrease        * d)  temporary increase;  permanent increase 

 b)  temporary decrease;  permanent decrease  e)  permanent decrease; permanent increase 

 c)  permanent decrease;  temporary decrease 

 

31. We would expect an increase in rate of growth of the population to cause a ______________ in the 

rate of growth of aggregate real income and a  ___________________ in per capital real income. 

       * a)  permanent increase;  permanent decrease  d)  temporary increase;  permanent increase 

 b)  temporary decrease;  permanent decrease          e)  permanent decrease; permanent increase 

 c)  permanent decrease;  temporary decrease 

 

32. As we move along the Aggregate Demand curve, following a rise in the price level, the level of 

interest rates is __________ and Planned Investment is _________. 

 a)  rising;  rising   c)  falling; rising 

       * b)  rising; falling   d)  falling; falling 

 



 

 

33. As we move along the Aggregate Demand curve, following a rise in the price level, the dollar is 

_____________ in value and Net Exports are ____________. 

       *  a)  appreciating;  falling  c)  depreciating; rising 

 b)  appreciating; rising  d)  depreciating; falling 

 

34. In our Aggregate Demand – Aggregate Supply model, an increase in government spending will 

cause: 

 a)  Aggregate Demand to decrease  c)  Aggregate Supply to increase 

    *    b)  Aggregate Demand to increase  d)  Aggregate Supply to decrease 

 

35. In the long run, following an increase in government spending, the unemployment rate will 

_________ and the price level will _________. 

 a)  decrease;  remain the same  d)  decrease;  increase 

      *  b)  remain the same; increase   e)  remain the same; remain the same 

 c)  increase; decrease 

 

36. In the long run, following an increase in government spending, real interest rates will _________ and 

investment in plant and equipment will __________. 

 a)  increase;  increase    d)  decrease; decrease 

       * b)  increase; decrease    e)  remain the same; remain the same 

 c)  decrease; increase 

  

37. In the long run, following an increase in government spending, the dollar will ____________ against 

foreign currencies and net exports will _____________. 

 a)  appreciate;  increase   d)  depreciate;  decrease 

        * b)  appreciate; decrease   e)  neither appreciate nor depreciate;  remain unchanged 

 c)  depreciate; increase 

 

38. Suppose real income/output is growing at a rate of 3 percent per year, the stock of money is growing 

at a rate of 6 percent per year, and the velocity of money is rising at a rate of 1 percent per year.   

According to the quantity theory of money, we would expect the rate of inflation to be _______ 

percent per year. 

 a)  3         * b)  4  c)  5  d)  6  e)  7 

 

39. The argument that “money is neutral” is best summarized as: 

 a)  A change in the money supply will never alter decisions of rational households and firms. 

 b)  A change in the money supply will change money prices, but never relative prices.  

       *  c)   A change in the money supply may have real effects in the short run, but not in the long run. 

 d)   The FED should not be concerned if the money supply is growing at erratic rates over time,  

      because we can always act to offset the changes brought about as the stock of money varies. 

 

40.   Which of the formulas below correctly relates the relationship between Present Value (PV), Future 

Value (FV), and the period rate of time discount or interest rate (r), where the present and future 

values are N periods apart: 

 a)  FV=PV/(1+r)
N
 b)  PV=FV(1+r)

N
 c)  r = [PV/FV]

1/N
-1         *  d) FV= PV(1+r)

N 


